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The Impact vs. Effort Matrix
From my talk, Spring Cleaning for Project Managers

Jonathan Dedering
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Resources are always limited 



● Time is limited 
● Availability is limited 
● Feedback is limited 
● Training is limited 
● Knowledge sharing is limited 



All things come at a cost
● Scheduling a meeting
● Adding a new tool
● Accepting a new project
● Assigning a new task
● Training a team member
● Asking for help



Evaluate the impact vs the effort 



Does doing ________ mean       
we won’t have to do ________?

A

B



Does doing ________ mean       
we can’t start  ________                       
before completing  ________?

A

B

C

Did we create a blocker



Will we be unavailable for other 
tasks while we work on this?

Did we create a blocker
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This matrix helps to 
prioritize easy wins and 

deliver value often



● A long backlog of tasks or requests to prioritize
● Competing priorities between projects or clients 
● Stakeholders asking for budget or time estimates

Helpful when you have…



This matrix helps to 
prioritize easy wins and 

deliver value often

Today’s Mantra
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Prioritize easy wins and deliver value often
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Where does ___________ 
belong on the              
effort vs. impact      
matrix?
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Think of a recent task you worked on:

Effort
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Remember that resources are 
always limited and all actions 
come at a cost 



Take advantage of opportunities 
to make high value, low effort 
contributions to your projects



WSB Brand Campaign Project - 
What Worked
Mary Cummins
Web and UX Manager
Wisconsin School of Business
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Co-create the goals.

Director gave me some inspiration websites that she wanted us to do something 
similar to.

Gathered the team and asked them to volunteer one by one to go through a site and 
talk about what they were doing and thinking as they looked at it. After each site, we 
talked about things we liked and didn’t like. Each member of the team did a site and 
at the end, we had a pretty defined list of things we liked and wanted to create on our 
brand campaign website.

Everyone participated and got to the vision of the project, not just what code to write 
but the actual vision.

I also shared an early mockup with lots of different stakeholders. I invited everyone to 
the meeting, thought only my boss would be come, but everyone did. Scary to show 
them a rough draft, but emphasized iteration 1, and they could provide feedback, and 
again feel like they were contributing.
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Know your systems, 
resources, and 
requirements.

*Before* you start any development.
Jonathan’s presentation touched on these items too!
Almost entirely custom work with some large chunks of new functionality and styling. 
In terms of story points, we had some items with big point values and also items with 
small point values. So we’d probably need everyone on the team to contribute to this 
Brand project.
Not a lot of time with the December 17th deadline (6 weeks for everything– totally 
published) plus we had other concurrent projects.

Establish your Minimum Viable Product (MVP). Could publish something without 
animation… but the animation was really special, the creative director really wanted it, 
so animation will be part of the MVP.
MVP is the foundation of all the dev work.
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Build projects around motivated 
individuals. Give them the 

environment and support they 
need, and trust them to get the 

job done.

Big one. This text is straight from the Agile Manifesto 12 principles. To me, it means 
empower your team. Gave team members different development chunks of the 
project and they owned their chunks. In addition to being the project manager, I also 
had a chunk of development work to do. So I really didn’t have time to micromanage 
the other chunks of dev work, which was good! By that Dec 17th deadline, everyone 
had set up a final code review with me and had done an outstanding job. I loved it 
because in those code reviews they were teaching me.
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Learn faster.

Saw on wikipedia for Agile Leadership. Planned for custom work and knew 
developers would be doing things they hadn’t before. But we had check-in systems in 
place so developers could get feedback quickly on their work and know what they 
needed to do next. For example, my teammate who worked on our custom video 
players. She had to learn how to make a modal work. She got the basics down and 
then we had a check in: what do you need to do to make it accessible? Since your 
solution has us hosting the videos ourselves, instead of on youtube, how are we 
going to track plays? And later on we had another check in: It looks like the videos 
behave differently on iphone vs android devices… is there a way to identify if a user’s 
device is iOs and then add this change just for them? 
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Cultivate healthy habits.

For me, agile is just as much as a culture as it is a process. Habits and structures can 
create a safe and healthy environment where people can be agile, they’re not afraid 
of getting feedback and iterating, they can adjust to changing requirements and have 
confidence that they will be successful.

Using this one as a bit of a catch-all for things I haven’t said yet. Quickly, 3 or so 
habits that we’ve established:
Check-in regularly → Iterate and communicate. Have different levels of check-in. 
Stand up channel, noting progress in Jira, Sprint planning meetings, mid-sprint check 
in, weekly developer meetings → first item on the agenda was give update on your 
part of the project.
Honor deadlines.
Help each other. → how we actually make this a habit rather than a nice thing to say 
is have a primary person on each big chunk and then a back-up or secondary. 
Check-ins and informal code reviews are the norm.
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Recap
1. Co-create the goals.
2. Know your systems, resources, and requirements.
3. Build projects around motivated individuals. Give them 

the environment and support they need, and trust them 
to get the job done.

4. Learn faster.
5. Cultivate healthy habits.
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CTRI - Suitable New Research Platform
Joe Goss, Senior BA - DoIT Project Management Office 
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CTRI - Suitable New Research Platform
· Project background

· How did the Agile initiative get started?

· What challenges did you encounter in getting started? 

· What Agile techniques worked well for the project team? Which didn’t?

· What would you do differently in your next Agile project?

I find it very interesting to explore use of Agile practices in contexts other 
than software development. This a summary of one.
Project background details:

1. Client - Center for Tobacco Research and Intervention (CTRI), part of 
SMPH - researches ways to help people quit tobacco use

2. CTRI has helped more than 300K smokers in their quest to quit
3. Deliverables - find a new research platform for CTRI
4. Key project team members - sponsor, functional staff with “growth 

mindset”, and “can do” technical staff
5. What was your role in the project? business analyst - elicit 

requirements and find a way to rapidly evaluate a new research 
platform

6. How did the initiative get started? A critical business need…
a.Every research project requires custom development to 

accommodate unique protocols for each research project
b.MS Access - long development cycle, dying platform, no Access 

developer available
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a.CTRI needed - extensible, configurable, and stable platform for 
complex functions necessary for research operations…



CTRI – Support Research Operations

1. What challenges did you encounter in getting started? 

a. 7 months from starting large research project
b. CTRI had heard about REDCap - used elsewhere on campus, 

free to use, developed / supported by Vanderbilt University, 
BUT

c. CTRI knew nothing about REDCap; I didn’t either!
d. Would it meet CTRI needs for research operations?
e. Could staff let go of MS Access and the “old way”?
f. Could staff learn REDCap and implement it in time?

2. What agile techniques worked well for the project team? Which 
didn’t?

a. My proposal: conduct a gap analysis (CTRI requirements vs. 
REDCap capabilities) by developing a prototype for a 
“dummy” research study

b. Key question: Would a waterfall or an agile approach be 
effective, leave enough time if REDCap wouldn’t work? - 
Used a checklist I developed with Robert Merrill for 
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a. assessing Agile “fit” in a project; from the checklist…
b. Using an Agile approach, what value can be provided to 

CTRI?
i. Even partial testing provided value - fail on critical 

requirement -> provided time to evaluate another 
solution

ii. Testing can be completed incrementally, providing 
value early in learning REDCap

c. Would Agile approach allow us to…
i. Assess critical capabilities of REDCap early?
ii. Promote team member communication and 

collaboration?
iii. YES!

d. With Agile approach what other objectives could be met?
i. An opportunity to learn REDCap - critical to success in 

implementing REDCap for pending research study
ii. Document and share discoveries - techniques, tips and 

tricks
e. Process - requirements to user stories to success

i. Define business-level operational requirements
ii. Identify “must have” requirements
iii. From those, teach staff to write user stories and 

acceptance criteria for each requirement in the sprint
iv. Develop “growth mindset”; empower staff
v. Introduce benefits of Agile approach

vi. Introduce Agile approach – standard practices - 
backlog, sprints, Kanban, daily standups, 
retrospectives, etc.

vii. Logistics – install REDCap trial; get external guidance; 
build prototype

viii. Select critical requirements for first sprint, write and 
test user stories; iterate

ix. Encourage, promote, and reward collaboration
x. Document findings, catalog, and make it findable by 

whole team

2. What would you do differently in your next Agile project? Nothing - 



1. key point: in any project context - software development or not, 
evaluate early whether Agile approach can provide value. 
Outcome…
a. Gap analysis complete in five weeks instead of five months
b. Confirmed that REDCap met nearly all requirements
c. Adopted process changes and add-ons to close remaining 

gaps
d. 8 staff with deep understanding of key aspects of REDCap
e. Staff ready to implement REDCap for first research study



Adaptability Across Projects & 
Services
Vanessa Taulbee, DoIT Web Platform Services Manager
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Adaptability Across Projects & Services
· Project background

· How did the Agile initiative get started?

· What challenges did you encounter in getting started? 

· What Agile techniques worked well for the project team? Which didn’t?

· What would you do differently in your next Agile project?

Instructions: Place talking points for the bulleted items above that you 
wish to discuss in Notes section below vs. creating multiple slides.  Do 
not place any text in the red box at the bottom of the screen. If you’d 
like to share a screenshot or other image, feel free to insert a new slide.

● Project background details: 

○ Youth Activity Registration System (YARS) web application

○ Shared Tools Service Delivery (Kanban & Monthly Sprints)

● Client (funder): 

○ YARS: UW System

○ Shared Tools: UW-Madison, UW System, and Campuses throughout

● Customer (who benefits): 

○ YARS: System director, Pre-Campus Liaisons, University of 
Wisconsin-System Office of Compliance & Integrity, Youth participants 
and staff supporting programs

○ Shared Tools: DevSecOps & project management groups in DoIT and  
across Campus

● Deliverables:
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○  YARS: A web application will collect key youth program, staff, and 
participant information on a yearly basis. 

○ Shared Tools: GitLab, JIRA, and Confluence application administration 
and limited user support. Supporting key shifts in vendor licensing and 
migrations to new SASS/cloud products.

● Project dates:

○  YARS: 11/2020 to ongoing, key release date January 2022

○  Shared Tools: 06/2020 to ongoing, February 2024 

● Key project team members: 

○ YARS: Andrew Hoffmann (technical lead), Jordan Jones (software 
engineer developer) Paulina Nogal (software engineer developer), 
Vanessa Taulbee (team lead), Jason Barrett (project manager), Prenicia 
Clifton (product owner), Ronald Schwartz (project manager), Kristinina 
Wilitonson (technical writer and admin support)

○ Shared Tools: John Hare (technical lead, DevOps Engineer), Ben Sousa 
(technical lead, Software Engineer Develoepr), Teresa Arauco (client 
engagement & user support), Vanesa Taulbee (service cordinator)

● What was your role in the project? Facilitation of the project needs between 
UW System and UW Madison 

How did the Agile initiative get started? 

● YARS: Agile project management was in place prior to switching to a UW 
System project. There was a desire to continue this project managment 
approach. 

● Shared Tools: In order to adapt to new pricing models, required infrastructure 
changes, and increases in demand, the Shared Tools team is going through a 
repositioning. This includes implementing Agile project management, 
reviewing the current portfolio, establishing new service offerings, and 
completing multiple discovery efforts over a 2-3 year period.

What challenges did you encounter in getting started? 

● YARS: Adapting to a new project manager and set of decisions makers. 
Significant changes in scope and resetting on what an MVP release would be 
(UW-Madison specific vs. UW System).

● Shared Tools: Selecting a project management platform to support a new agile 
approach, communication, and transparency. Developing a candance and 
comfort level with what success looks like. 



What agile techniques worked well for the project team? Which didn’t?

Working Well: 

- Behaviours of trust, flexibility, empowerment and collaboration

- The retrospective and transparent communications about team health during 
COVID 19 and times of great change

- Identifying what delivers the most value

- Iterating and gaining clarity at different points of progress

- Using a user centric approach to confirm requirements and advocate for time, 
resources, and licensing options

- Starting in a broad direction, learning and adapting to conditions, and 
narrowing down the scope

- Prioritizing based off the team’s terms of importance

- Adapting to change

- Finding points of progress and being able to communicate where we are and 
where we are going next

What didn’t:

- Balancing customer expectations when they are used to a more waterfall 
approach

- Shared Tools: Developing a velocity and buffer for kanban (WiscIT) and pulling 
from the backlog in sprints

What would you do differently in your next Agile project?

YARS & Shared Tools

- Develop a method for tracking MVP requirements that is interactive sooner

- Separate out concerns as soon as possible to assist with clarity

- YARS: When working on a web application that will support a broader 
UW System Service (not dev team related)

- Shared Tools: Who is responsible for what aspects of the project 
(vendor, service steam, customers, delegated administrators)

- Create decision making documents to complement virtual and remote work

- What decision are we working towards?

- What decisions have we made?

- What do we need to know before we can make a decision?

- When will we know enough to know what decisions we need to make? 



- Who will be involved? Reach out early and often to coordinate 
priorities across multiple teams, groups, and users. 



Interoperability
Patrick Hare
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Interoperability Initiative
· Project background

· How did the Agile initiative get started?

· What challenges did you encounter in getting started? 

· What Agile techniques worked well for the project team? Which didn’t?

· What would you do differently in your next Agile project?

Project background details:
• Client (funder) - Campus
• Customer (who benefits) - Every user of a UW-Madison website and data 

integrations
• Deliverables - New API platform (Apigee), new IICS platform (ETL++), Grouper to 

the cloud, new provisioning tool (midPoint), new CRM/CIAM tool (Salesforce), a 
“profile” tool,  others

• Project dates - July 2019 thru Jun 2022-ish
• Key project team members - Joe Tarter, Tom Jordan, Charlie Calderon, Abrianna 

Barca, Jamie Gutkowski, Sabrina Messer, Tamra Dagnon, Phyllis Treige/Jess Jones, 
many others - Jon Terrones, Jared Kosanovic, Laura Stella-Ames, Megan Holman, 
Jon Miner, James Babb, and more….

• What was your role in the project? Program Manager

How did the Agile initiative get started? 

- Design Sprint in Jan 2019 - nearly full-time commitment from about 15 people 
for 1 wk, along with contributions from 2 - 3 dozen more people from across 
campus,  and then a few more weeks from key individuals to get initial 
proposal framework in place.  See the Nov 2021 recording for more info on 
Design Sprints
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What challenges did you encounter in getting started?  

- It’s big, much bigger than I’ve been responsible for previously. Tried to 
shoehorn Agile into all aspects of the program, worked in some and not in 
others at the beginning causing frustration and a partial rejection of Agile.  
However, after getting past some foundation aspects of the program 
(architecture, initial design, procurement), all three development teams are 
now operating a version of Agile.

- Product owners - need the right person, and not more than one

- Working with consultants that didn’t really understand agile; although they 
said they did

- Each team operating with different timelines, needs, vendors

What agile techniques worked well for the project team? Which didn’t?

- Didn’t work

- Assuming everyone had the same definition of Agile

- As mentioned, shoehorning agile when it wasn’t the right time; 
although I believe some aspects of Agile/Scrum work no matter what 
the project is (iterations, scrums/standups, reviews, retros)

- Cross functional work between the teams when each was at a different 
stage of development; went with ‘stovepipe’ until foundations in place 
but now needing to ‘eat our own dog food’

- Parallel work to prove out concepts in current environment while 
procuring long-term solutions.  Not enough benefits and not enough 
team members.

- Worked

- Once established at the right time and right place and with enough 
Agile knowledge, backlog, iterations, focus, ceremonies all have greatly 
assisted getting the work done

- Allowing each team to self-govern and not make them all conduct Agile 
in the same shoebox

- Being agile :) - needing to constantly adjust approach as we learned 
more until we stabilized; allowing to be humbled…

What would you do differently in your next Agile project?

- Evaluate the overall program/project and determine where and when to 
introduce Agile. 

- Hold basic Agile workshop for all team members concurrently to validate 
everyone is on the same page - just because someone says they’re using Agile 
doesn’t mean they have the same definition of Agile, including consultants





Interoperability Initiative
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IceCube Computing  
Steve Barnet
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Bringing Agile to Ops?
· IceCube computing team operates the Northern Hemisphere computing 

infrastructure for the IceCube collaboration

· Got started in 2015 when a team member familiar with Agile proposed it. 
We decided to try it after a session with Patrick and Lauranne.

· Lots of new practices, terms, ceremonies. Difficult to adapt some practices 
to an operations team. Works well for our development team, though. 

· A lot of the practices have fallen to the wayside - in particular points. But 
prioritizing, limiting work in flight, evaluate next tasks frequently. 

· Focus on the principles, not the practices. 

Instructions: Place talking points for the bulleted items above that you 
wish to discuss in Notes section below vs. creating multiple slides.  Do 
not place any text in the red box at the bottom of the screen. If you’d 
like to share a screenshot or other image, feel free to insert a new slide.

Project background details:
• Client (funder)
• Customer (who benefits)
• Deliverables
• Project dates
• Key project team members
• What was your role in the project?

How did the Agile initiative get started?

What challenges did you encounter in getting started? 

What agile techniques worked well for the project team? Which didn’t?
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What would you do differently in your next Agile project?


